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Abstract—In view of the need for service-based query processing in a federated environment, ranking data sources (ontologies)
and robust query expansion in a specific domain have great impact on the performance and accuracy of web applications. Since
robust query expansion exploits multiple data sources (ontologies) instead of a single ontology, ontology ranking is considered as
a precursor for robust query expansion. For this, first, we calculate the similarity of ontologies by an Entropy Based Distribution
(EBD) measurement based on commonality of overlapping entities [13]. Next, we determine robust expansion terms by a number
of semantic measures. We consider each individual ontology and user query keywords to determine the Basic Expansion Terms
(BET) based on the structure of the ontology. We use Density Measure (DM), Betweenness Measure (BM), Semantic Similarity
Measure (SSM) and Weight of Semantic Path (WSP) to calculate BET. Then, we specify New Expansion Terms (NET) using
the ontology alignment. Both BET and NET are determined using Map-Reduce algorithms for efficiency and scalability purpose.
Further, we determine the Robust Expansion Term (RET) using a dynamic threshold. Ontology rank is used as a heuristic to
determine dynamic threshold and k-top relevant terms for each user query. Finally, we compare the result of our novel ontology-
driven expansion approach with existing tools and show the effectiveness of our robust expansion in federated architecture.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE distributed federated architecture of the inter-
net provides many benefits for Web applications

in the World Wide Web. However, there are always
several related data sources for simultaneous consid-
eration by applications that causes performance and
accuracy problems for federated queries. To improve
the information retrieval performance and accuracy,
it is required to rank data sources (ontologies) and
enrich the original user query. The process of adding
terms to an original user query to cover the gap
between the user query and required information is
called query expansion. For example, consider several
bibliography ontologies which present descriptions
of publication like Author, Organization, Product, Event
and Topic. They include several entities and their
relationships. When a user searches for Publication
and Academic Staff, it is desired to retrieve related
URIs (i.e. web pages) with specific priorities from
different data sources such that the URIs for different
kinds of publications (i.e. Article, Book, Proceedings)
and the URIs for all Academic Staff are retrieved in a
correct order. There are two different query expansion
approaches: dependent and independent knowledge
models [4]. Dependent knowledge model concentrates
on the content of document collections and use dif-
ferent techniques such as term co-occurrence, concept
node structure in lexical networks or distribution
analysis of terms in documents to calculate the query
expansion. Independent knowledge models concen-

trates on domain or general ontologies (i.e. WordNet)
[4] for query expansion calculation. In our bibliogra-
phy example, several expansion terms exist such as
Thesis, Tech Report, Soft Copy, Association, Collection and
Writer. The major problem with different available
expansion methods is that they may worsen the query
result in some cases [3]. Thus, the goal of many
researchers is to determine some weighting criteria
that improves robustness of query expansion. That
is, query expansion improves precision and recall of
retrieved URIs for each query.

In this paper, we propose a novel weighting mecha-
nism to find the expansion terms based on a combina-
tion of independent and dependent knowledge tech-
niques benefitting from both methods. We use a set
of ontologies in a domain as independent knowledge
and calculate the expansion terms using an iterative
Map-Reduce Breath First Search algorithm to benefit
from parallel processing. For this, first we construct
the adjacency matrix of ontologies using an RDF
graph of ontologies. Second, we determine the Basic
Expansion Terms (BET) in each ontology based on
their structure. That is, we define the central keyword
in each ontology by calculating the paths for all pair of
entities in the ontology graph. Then, we find the num-
ber of shortest paths passing through each keyword.
We compute the BET using the density of query terms
and semantic similarity between the central keyword
and other query terms. Third, we use the idea of
co-occurrence across ontologies as it is used in the
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dependent knowledge. We find the New Expansion
Terms (NET) by a Map-Reduce ontology aligning
algorithm. Similar entities are determined by their
name and structural similarity in each ontology. At
the end of expansion we generate a set of terms along
with weight as a query vector. Weights are calculated
based on different criteria including Semantic Similar-
ity Measure (SSM), Density Measure(DM), Alignment
Confidence Measure (ACM), and Weight of Semantic
Path (WSP). Finally, we use the rank of ontologies as
a heuristic to find the set of Robust Expansion Terms
(RET) with the largest weights. We use Blackbook
[7] to facilitate federated queries and run different
queries on a number of data sources. Blackbook ex-
ploits lucene indexing to find the matching of the
query vector based on cosine similarities. For each
query term, it retrieves all the relevant instances in
the ontologies. Our query expansion improves the
precision and recall of retireved instances for each
query.

The idea of ranking ontologies is not only con-
sidered as a solution for query expansion scenarios,
but also it is a solution for a wider scope of knowl-
edge searching in ontology-driven searches. We rank
ontologies based on the frequency of their Common
Subset of Entities (CSE). We use a novel Map-Reduce
algorithm for matching ontologies. We use two Map-
Reduce jobs to find out all possible pair of entities
between two ontologies. Then, we calculate the simi-
larity between them using the name similarity and the
structural similarity. CSE between a pair of ontolo-
gies indicates the frequency of repetition of entities.
Furthermore, we use the Entropy Based Distribution
(EBD) technique to find the distance between each
pair of ontologies using the CSE. EBD values are used
for ranking ontologies using the page rank idea.
The contributions of our paper are as follows:

• Determining BET based on structure of individ-
ual ontologies including the density, semantic
similarity of terms in each ontology using iter-
ative Map-Reduce Breath First Search algorithm.

• Finding the Common Set of Entities (CSE) across
multiple ontologies by Map-Reduce algorithm.
The CSE is used for both ranking ontologies and
finding additional terms across ontologies calling
NET.

• Defining a similarity measurement between on-
tologies based on Entropy Based Distribution
(EBD) of entities for ranking ontologies using the
Map-Reduce CSE.

• Defining a novel weighting measurement for ex-
tracting Robust Expansion Terms (RET) using
a heuristic. We use betweenness and centrality,
density, semantic similarity, weight of semantic
paths measurements and alignment confidence to
calculate the weight the expansion terms. Then
we use the ontology rank as a heuristic to calcu-
late RET.

• Analyzing the improvement of our Map-Reduce
query expansion algorithm and comparing it
with other existing methods [12].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we present the architecture of query processing
as a web service. In section 3, the problem statement is
presented. In section 4, details of Map-Reduce ontol-
ogy alignment and ranking are presented. In section
5, details of robust query expansion are explained. In
sections 6, 7 and 8, experimental results, related work
and the conclusion are explained respectively.
2 FEDERATED QUERY PROCESSING SER-
VICE
The federated architecture of the Internet leads us
toward defining services for manipulating web ap-
plication queries to eliminate technology dependency.
Figure 1 presents the architecture of federated query
processing as a service for web applications. In our
system, the user queries (keywords) are recieved by
a Web application. The Web application invokes the
federated query processing service to compute ontol-
ogy ranks and query expansion terms. This service
computes BET, NET and RET along with a dynamic
threshold for the query. It improves the performance
and accuracy of Web application result retrieval. De-
tails of BET, NET and RET calculations are explained
in the next sections.

Fig. 1. Federated Query Service.
3 ROBUST QUERY EXPANSION USING ON-
TOLOGY RANK AND STRUCTURE
3.1 Problem Statement
Given a query Q with m keywords and different
ontologies {O1, . . . , On}, all describing semantic infor-
mation on a particular domain with different levels
of coverage, the goal is to determine robust query
expansion for Q based on the structure of ontologies
such that if the number or the scale of ontologies
dramatically increases, expansion terms are calculated
efficiently . A query expansion for Q is a set of weights
wi = (w1, w2, . . . , wm) over entities in a vocabulary
V of several ontologies, where wi ∈ [0, 1]. Each wi

represents a weight for term vi ∈ V . Using a rounding
soft threshold, intuitively wi is an indicator to include
or exclude the term from expansion to retrieve the
most relevant top-k terms. The key idea is to find ro-
bust expansion terms including the best semantically
related terms that improve the precision and recall
of query retrieval in various ontologies with different
scales.

For instance, considering the Bibliography domain,
suppose there are four bibliography ontologies includ-
ing MIT, UMBC, Karlsruhe and INRIA ontologies [11]
and a user searches for individuals and correspond-
ing web URIs for Publication and Academic Staff. As
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depicted in Figure 2, possible query expansion in the
Karlsruhe ontology is defined as Publication = {Article,
Book, Booklet, InBook, InCollection, InProceedings, Man-
ual, Misc, Proceedings, Report, Technical Report, Project
Report, Thesis, Master Thesis, PhD Thesis, Unpublished}
and Academic Staff = {Faculty Member, Lecturer}, while
in UMBC ontology, possible expansion is specified as
Publication = {Article, Book, InBook, InCollection, InPro-
ceedings, Master Thesis, PhD Thesis, Misc, Proceedings,
Tech Reports } and Academic Staff={} as presented in
Figure 3. Thus, it is required to determine a mecha-
nism to discriminate between the related terms that
improves the query retrieval. For this, we concentrate
on efficient scalable algorithms for expanding queries
using ontology alignment, ontology rank and the
structure of ontology. Our query expansion method-
ology uses the Map-Reduce paradigm for efficiency
and scalability purpose.

Fig. 2. Karlsruhe Bibliography Ontology.

Fig. 3. UMBC Bibliography Ontology.

4 RANKING ONTOLOGIES USING COMMON
SUBSET OF ENTITIES

We rank ontologies by calculating the Common Sub-
set of Entities (CSE) between them. CSE is used to
measure the distance between the ontologies. For
large ontologies, CSE is computationally intensive
with a single processor. Thus, we propose a Map-
Reduce algorithm to calculate the CSE as follows.
Map-Reduce is a functional programming approach
benefiting from parallel and distributed processing.
A computation is decomposed into a map operation
followed by a reduce operation. These are specified
by two functions,

Mapper :< kin, vin >→< kint, vint > (1)
Reducer :< kint, V ≡ {vint} >→< kout, vout > (2)

Both Mapper and Reducer operate on key-value pairs,
which we denote using angle brackets < k, v >.
Mapper produces the intermediate key-value pairs
and Reducer use them to compute the final key-
value pairs. Keys are used in the reducer function for
grouping values.

4.1 Ontology Alignment using Map-Reduce
In our ontology alignment method, an RDF graph is
used to exhibit the structure of ontologies. The RDF
graph of an OWL DL ontology presents necessary
elements for describing the semantic structure of on-
tologies.

Definition 1 (Ontology Graph): The ontology
graph is a directed, acyclic and connected graph G =<
V,E >, where V include all the entities of ontology
and E is a set of all properties between entities.

Definition 2 (Ontology Vocabulary): The ontology
vocabulary of an RDF graph is all subjects and objects
that are RDF URI references and defined in RDF
sentences. They cover all entities and properties of an
ontology including concepts, object properties, data
properties and individuals. They do not belong to the
built-ins provided by Ontology Languages.

4.1.1 Common Subset of Entities (CSE) between
Ontologies using Map-Reduce Algorithm

Figure 4 presents the flow of Map-Reduce computa-
tions. CSE calculation is performed in two phases by
two Map-Reduce jobs.

Phase I: In this phase, the Map-Reduce algorithm
takes the adjacency matrix of each ontology separately
and determine all possible comparisons between the
entities of two ontologies. Details of the Map-Reduce
algorithms are as follows.

Fig. 4. CSE Map-Reduce Computation Flow.
Step 1: Given two ontologies Oi and Oj , the al-

gorithm constructs an adjacency matrix for both of
them. That is, for any entity ei in the vocabulary
of Oi or Oj , the algorithm creates a tuple in the
format of < kin, Vin ≡ ”ei|{(edge, neighbor)}” > where
kin is an integer counter to present the comparing
order of ontology nodes and Vin is the value that
includes entity ei followed by a list of direct edges
and neighbors. Suppose that Oi and Oj have n and
m entities respectively. Since it is required to compare
all entities of Oi with all the entities of Oj , we have
(n ∗m) pairs of < kin, Vin > for each ontology. When
a key value kin from Oi is the same as kin of Oj ,
they are considered as comparable entities. Finally,
the adjacency matrices of ontologies are used as input
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for mappers. For example, considering the sample on-
tology in Figure 2, the tuple for the TechnicalReport
entity is < 1, ”TechnicalReport|(Subclass,Report)}” >.

Step 2: In this step, mappers produce intermediate
values for all entities in the adjacency matrix of Oi

and Oj . That is for any < ki, ”ei|{(edge, neighbor)}” >, it
produces < ki, ”(ei, NULL)|{(edge, neighbor)}, {}” >. Map-
pers actually construct a structure that enables the
comparison of two separate entities from Oi and Oj .
Since there is no information about different entities
of ontologies in memory, we only reserve space with
NULL values for the comparison of corresponding
entities. This structure is used as the input for reducer
step. For instance, considering the previous exam-
ple from Figure 2, the new structure is as follows
< 1, ”(TechnicalReport,NULL)|{(Subclass,Report)}, {}” >

Step 3: In this step, the reducer merges all compa-
rable pairs of tuples from ontologies Oi and Oj with
the same keys. That is, the algorithm takes two com-
parable tuples < ki, ”(ei, NULL)|{(edge, neighbor)}, {}” >

and < kj , ”(ej , NULL)|{(edge, neighbor)}, {}” >, from
Oi and Oj , with ki = kj = k. It produces <

k, ”(ei, ej)|{(edgei, neighbori)}, {(edgej , neighborj)}” >. The
output size for reducer is (n ∗ m), since all the
tuples with the same keys are already merged to-
gether. For instance, an example of comparable en-
tities from the Karlsruhe and UMBC ontologies is
< 1, ”(TechnicalReport, TechReport)|{(Subclass,Report)},
{(Subclass,Report)}” >

Phase II: In this phase, the second Map-Reduce job
takes all comparable entities from phase I as its input
and determines the actual similarity between them in
the Map and Reduce steps.

Step 1: In the Map step, we calculate the similarity
between all comparable entities. Similarity is calcu-
lated based on the average of name and structural
similarity between entities from Oi and Oj . That is
for < k, ”(ei, ej)|{(edgei, neighbori)}, {(edgej , neighborj)}” >,
name similarity is calculated by computing Jaro Win-
kler between (ei, ej) [6]. The structural similarity is
calculated based on the neighbor similarities and dif-
ferent edge type similarity. Details of the Neighbor
Similarity calculation and Similarity of Relation Types
are as follows.

• Neighbors Similarity(NS): Output tuples result-
ing from phase I, include the list of all the
neighbors and the edge type for ei and ej . The
average of the similarities between neighbors of
two entities is calculated as a Neighbor Similarity
measurement. If the direct neighbors are the same
using Jaro Winkler distance; we increase total
similarity value; and finally, we normalize the
total similarity value.

• Similarity of Relation Types (SRT): Considering
the resulting tuple from phase I, we define two
separate Relation Type Vectors (RTV) correspond-
ing to ei and ej . Each vector has ”n” entries
according to the relation types of the entity and

its neighbors. By checking each relation type for
entities and neighbors, corresponding RTV en-
tries are increased as an indicator for the number
of relation types. Using RTV (ei) and RTV (ej),
we are able to find the cosine similarity of edges
for ei and ej . Algorithm 1 presents the detailed
steps for calculating SRT as follows. In line 4 on
the algorithm, we find all the relation types for
entity ei and create the type array for it. In line
5 and 9, we find out the type array for ei from
Oi and ej from Oj , respectively. In line 12, cosine
similarity between two arrays is found and total
structural similarity calculated by NS and SRT.

Algorithm 1 Similarity of Relation Types (SRT)
Require: Tuple < k, ”(ei, ej)|

{(edgei1 , neighbori1 ),...,(edgein , neighborin )},
{(edgej1 , neighborj1 ),...,(edgejm , neighborjm )” >

Ensure: Overall Neighbor Similarity
1: RTVei= [0,0,..,0] , RTVej = [0,0,..,0]
2: Let NLei={(edgei1 , neighbori1 ),...,(edgein , neighborin )}
3: Let NLej={(edgej1 , neighborj1 ),...,(edgejm , neighborjm )}
4: for all neighbors of (ei) do
5: Check edgeType in NLei

6: RTVei [m] = RTVei [m] + 1
7: end for
8: for all neighbors of ej do
9: Check edgeTypej in NLej

10: RTVej [n] = RTVej [n] + 1
11: end for
12: SRT (ei, ej )=Cosine Similarity (RTVei , RTVej )
13: return (SRT (ei, ej ))

Step 2: In the Reduce step, the Reducer determines
similar entities between each pair of ontologies. It uses
a predetermined threshold for approximate calcula-
tion of final similar entities.

Considering the Bibliography example, we use
threshold = 0.9 and the following matches are cal-
culated.

(OKarlsruhe:Author,OUMBC :Author,1),
(OKarlsruhe:TechnicalReport,OUMBC :TechReport,0.92),
(OKarlsruhe:Author,OUMBC :Author,1),. . .,
(OKarlsruhe:MasterThesis,OUMBC :MastersThesis, 0.95)
(OKarlsruhe:PhDThesis,OUMBC :PhdThesis, 0.94)
(OKarlsruhe:Note,OUMBC :Note, 0.90)
(OKarlsruhe:Misc,OUMBC :Misc, 0.90)

4.2 EBD Ranking Mechanism
Using the result of CSE algorithm, we define an infor-
mation theory measurement to estimate the similarity
between ontologies. We calculate the similarity of
ontologies using Entropy Based Distribution (EBD) of
each type across different ontologies. Types are de-
fined as groups of similar entities between ontologies
that are calculated by CSE algorithm [13]. EBD is
calculated as

EBD = H(O|T )
H(O) (3)

In this Equation, O and T are random variables where
O indicates the union of entities from two ontologies
(i.e. O1, O2) and T indicates different groups of entities
that are calculated from ontology alignment. EBD is
a normalized value with a range from 0 to 1, where 0
indicates the lowest EBD, or no similarity whatsoever
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between compared ontologies, and 1 indicates the
highest EBD. Intuitively, EBD is a comparison of the
ratio of entity types for each distinct type (conditional
entropy) with entity types in O (entropy). An ontology
O contains high entropy if it is impure; that is, the
ratios of entity types making up O are similar to one
another. On the other hand, low entropy in O exists
when one entity type exists at a much higher ratio
than any other type. Conditional entropy is similar
to entropy in the sense that ratios of entity types
are being compared. However, the difference is that
before computing this ratio, CSE gives us a subset of
entity values that all are associated with a given type.
Figure 5(a) provides an example to help visualize
the concept. In this example, crosses indicate types
originating from O1, while squares indicate types
originating from O2. The entity types are represented
as type clusters (larger circles), each of which is
associated with a group of related entities over O1

and O2. In Figure 5(a), the total number of crosses
is 10 and the total number of squares is 11, which
implies that entropy is very high. The conditional
entropy is also quite high, since the ratios of crosses
to squares within 2 of the type clusters are equal
and nearly equal within the other. Thus, the ratio
of conditional entropy to entropy will be very close
to 1, since the ratio of crosses to squares is nearly
the same from an overall perspective and from an
individual type cluster perspective. Considering the
EBD calculation, we now have a value representing
the distance between each pair of ontologies. Thus, we
rank ontologies using an authority score. Authority
scores are calculated in two methods including the
naive and clustering approach as discussed below.

(a) Distribution of Entity Types
and Data Types.

(b) Ranking Ontologies us-
ing EBD Scores.

Fig. 5. EBD Calculation and Rank.

4.3 Ranking Mechanisms
Considering the EBD values between each pair of
ontologies, now we present two different methods
to rank ontologies based on the concept of hub and
authority scores in web information retrieval.
Definition 1 (Authority Score): Given a set of web

pages in the internet, counting the number of links to
a page can give us a general estimate of its promi-
nence on the Web. A page that is particularly popular
and linked by many different directories will typically
have a higher authority score than a page that is
unpopular.
We calculate authority score for each ontology and
rank them. The ontology with more relevant (similar)
entities than all the other ontologies in a specific
domain has a higher authority score. In our methods,

we use EBD measurement as an important factor
to determine the authority score. For a given set of
ontologies {O1, O2, . . . , On} in the same domain, first
CSE determines the similar entities between each pair
of ontologies. Second, we calculate the EBD between
each pair of ontologies using the common entities.
Finally, ontologies are ranked using the authority
score. Below is detail of our ranking methods.

4.3.1 Naive Method for Ranking Ontologies
In this method, we rank ontologies based on the
average of EBD distance with other ontologies. Figure
5(b) portrays our naive ranking process using the
authority score. For each Oi in a set of ontologies,
authority score is calculated by finding the average of
EBDs between Oi and all other ontologies. As Figure
5(b) presents, O1 has similarity to six other ontologies,
while O2 has similarity only with three other ontolo-
gies; meaning that O2 doesn’t have any similarity with
ontologies O4, O6 and O8. Thus, O1 has a better rank
and higher authority score than O2. Intuitively, higher
authority score for O1 shows that distance between
O1,and all other ontologies is lower than the distance
between O2, and all other ontologies; therefore this
ontology, O1, has better quality among the set of
ontologies. Thus, it has the highest rank.

4.3.2 Bisecting K-Medoids Clustering (BKMC) Algo-
rithm
In this method, we use BKMC to rank ontologies
using the EBD as distances between ontologies. The
main idea of BKMC is similar to that of the centroid-
based bisecting k-means clustering. BKMC starts by
considering the whole dataset to be one cluster. At
each step, one cluster is selected and bisected further
into two sub-clusters using the basic k-medoid. The
clustering solution of the BKMC is mainly based on
selection criterion for splitting. Usually, the larger
cluster or clusters with least overall similarity are
considered as candidates for splitting. In our paper,
the average cluster compactness as a measure of
homogeneity of each cluster is defined as:

Average Compactness (Ci) =
Σ∀oi∈Ci

EBD(oi,medoidi)

|Ci|
(4)

Where Ci is the ith cluster and medoidi is the medoid
of Ci. Oi is the ontology in the ith cluster. A small
value of this measure indicates a high homogeneity
of ontologies, meaning more similar ontologies. The
clustering step of BKMC continues until the com-
pactness of all clusters becomes almost equal. After
calculating the ontologies of each cluster, we specify
authority score for each cluster by Equation (5).

AS(Ci) =


Avg[ΣOi∈Ci

wOi
∗ ΣOj∈O,Oi ̸=Oj

EBD(Oi, Oj)]

where|Ci| > 1, wOi
= 1

|O|
wOi

∗ ΣOj∈O,Oi ̸=Oj
EBD(Oi, Oj)

where|Ci| = 1, wOi
= 1

|O|
(5)


AS(Ci) presents the Authority Score of cluster
Ci and |O| represents total number of ontologies.
EBD(Oi, Oj) represents the distance of ontology
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Oi with ontology Oj . BKMC chooses two random
medoids and creates two sub-clusters using medoids.
Then it chooses the cluster for further partitioning
based on selection criterion for splitting. Usually, the
larger cluster (or clusters) with least average compact-
ness is (are) considered as a candidate for splitting.
Splitting continues until it reaches the predefined
number of clusters. Further, we find the authority
score for each cluster using Equation (5) between the
ontologies in cluster Ci.
Suppose that cluster Ci has i ontologies. By definition
of average compactness, all of the i ontologies in
this cluster are the closest ontologies to each other.
If their EBD values to other cluster of ontologies are
high, they have many entities in common with them.
Thus, they will have higher authority score and rank.
Otherwise, if they have low EBD values they are not
that much similar to other ontologies thus they will
have low authority score and rank. So, in Equation (5)
we calculate Authority Score as the average distance
of i ontologies to other ontologies. If the cluster has
only single ontology, we calculate it’s Authority Score
as its distance to other ontologies. Also, we use wi to
normalize the values in Equation (5).
Example of Ontology Ranking
Three sample ontologies as subgraphs of Karlsruhe,
UMBC, and the MIT Bibliography Ontologies are
depicted in Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 6. We explain
the ranking process for these three sample ontologies
based on the common subset of entities between
them. First, we find CSE for every possible pair of
ontologies. Second, we determine distance between
the ontologies by calculating EBD for each compared
pair. Finally, we use naive and BKM clustering to rank
ontologies. In order to rank ontologies, we need to
determine CSE of ontologies using Map-Reduce and
calculate EBD (Karlsruhe, UMBC), EBD (MIT, UMBC)
and finally EBD (Karlsruhe, MIT). Below we present
the common entities and EBD calculation for MIT and
UMBC.
(OMIT : Proceedings, OUMBC : Proceedings, 0.99),
(OMIT : Proceedings, OUMBC : Inproceedings, 0.96),
(OMIT : TechReport, OUMBC : TechReport, 0.99),
(OMIT : MasterThesis, OUMBC : MastersThesis, 0.95)
(OMIT : PhDThesis, OUMBC : PhDThesis, 0.94)
(OMIT : Article, OUMBC : Article, 0.90)
(OMIT : Incollection, OUMBC : Incollection, 0.90)
(OMIT : Inbook, OUMBC : Inbook, 0.90),
(OMIT : Inbook, OUMBC : Book, 0.90),
(OMIT : Misc, OUMBC : Misc, 0.97),
Using the above aligned entities, eight different

clusters are specified as types and finally EBD (MIT,
UMBC) is calculated. Following the same procedure
we calculate similarity between other subgraphs. EBD
values are as follows.

EBD (MIT, UMBC)=0.60, EBD (Karlsruhe, MIT)=0.66
EBD (Karlsruhe, UMBC)=0.52

For ranking these three sample ontologies, average
EBD value for all of them is calculated. MIT= 0.63,

UMBC= 0.56 and Karlsruhe= 0.59. Thus, we give
higher authority scores to ontologies with higher EBD
values, that is MIT is ranked as first, Karlsruhe as
second and UMBC as third ontology. The reason that
MIT has a higher EBD score is that the higher ratio
of its entities are similar to other ontologies. In BKM
Clustering also C1 = {MIT}, C2 = {Karlsruhe, UMBC}
are the clusters while Authority Score (C1) = 0.42 and
Authority Score (C2) = 0.38. Thus C1 has the largest
authority score and the first rank.
In the next section, we concentrate on robust query
expansion using ontology structure and rank.

Fig. 6. MIT Bibliography Ontology.

5 ROBUST QUERY EXPANSION
Our strategy toward determining robust query ex-
pansion concerns producing a top-k candidate list as
alternative terms to user query terms. To do this, we
use different factors that help to discriminate between
terms in ontologies for the expansion purpose. Any
term expanded within the same ontology is named
Basic Expansion Terms (BET). On the other hand, the
terms that are expanded using inter-ontology match-
ing are called Next Expansion Terms (NET). First we
focus on BET strategy. For this, we find the matching
entities to query terms within each ontology. Next,
we determine the central keyword using Betweenness
Measure (BM). Finally, we expand those matching
terms using the concept of Semantic Similarity Mea-
sure (SSM) and Density Measure (DM).

5.1 Basic Query Expansion Measures in Each In-
dividual Ontology for BET
Considering lexical matches to the query keywords in
each ontology, now we present different measures for
BET in each ontology as follows.

Density Measure (DM): This measurement ex-
pands some details of each query keyword in an
ontology graph. That is, it evaluates properties and
neighbors for each entity similar to the query key-
word including the subclasses, superclasses, etc. It is
limited to first relations [1] for all relations except
for subclasses. Suppose qj ∈ Q, e ∈ Oi, and e =
NameMatch(qj) in Oi. BET includes all entities that
have a relation with e that is {e1, e2,. . . ,em}. DM(e) is
the Density Measure of entity e, which represents the
number of possible expansions for e. Let RT = Set of
all relations (properties) for e.

DM(e)= Σ
|RT |
i=1 wi (6)

wi is the weight factor for different relation types. We
emphasize the most on subclass and equivalent class
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with wi = 1, because a subclass is a specialization of
the query keyword and an equivalent class presents
the same classes. For the superclass relation, we use
wi = 0.25 because it is a generalization of query
terms. For siblings of a query keyword, we choose
the average weight wi = 0.5 since they are in the same
category as the query terms. For disjoint classes, we
use wi = 0 to exclude them from our expansion.

Betweenness Measure (BM) and Central Entity:
This is the method that determines the centrality of
entities in a single ontology. It assigns the number
of shortest paths that pass through each node in the
graph when calculating expansion terms. The node
that occurs on the most shortest paths for expanding
user terms is considered the central entity in each
ontology [1]. Let ei, ej ∈ Ok, SP (ei, ej) = Shortest−Path−
between (ei, ej) and SPT (ei, ej , e) = Shortest−Path−between

ei, ej passes-through e. BM(e) is the betweenness Measure
of entity e.

BM(e)= Σ(ei ̸=ej ̸=e)
|SPT (ei,ej ,e)|
|SP (ei,ej)| (7)

BM determines the central keyword that is used in
SSM for finding BET. The central keyword has the
highest BM value among all keywords in the user
query.

Semantic Similarity Measurement (SSM): SSM
uses an ontology graph as a semantic representation
of a domain to determine weights for all expansion
terms in every ontology. Entities that are closer to
the central keyword have more weight. SSM is cal-
culated using the shortest-path measure. The more
relationships entities have in common, the closer they
will be in the ontology [1]. If any entity is positioned
relatively far from the central entity, then it is has a
smaller weight. Therefore, we use the shortest path
measure as weights for the ontology vocabulary. Let
entities ej , c ∈ Oi and len(SP (c, ej)) = length− Shortest−
Path(c, ej).

SSM(c, ej) =

{ 1
len(SP (c,ej))

c ̸= ej (8)

1 c = ej

}
BET in this method, are all entities in the shortest-path
from the central keyword to ej .

Breath First Search (BFS) computes the fewest
number of edges from any given entity to all
reachable entities in an unweighted graph [5]. Thus
for BM and SSM calculations, we use an iterative BFS
algorithm to find the shortest paths from every entity
to all the other entities in the ontologies. Path lengths
are calculated offline and once for each ontology
independent of user query. Below is the detail of the
algorithm.
Step 1: Given ontology Oi, the algorithm constructs
an adjacency matrix for each entity ei ∈ Oi in the
format of < kin ≡ ei, vin ≡ ”NL,DFS, PFS,EC” > where
kin is the entity and Vin is built by the concatenation
of NeighborsList(NL), Distance-From-Source(DFS), Path-
From-Source(PFS) and EntityColor(EC) for each
entitiy. NeighborsList(NL) is a comma delimited of
(edge, neighbor) that are connected to this entity. We use

DFS = 0 for the source entity and DFS = Int.Maxval

for other entities, because we are using BFS and
update distances in different iterations of the
algorithm. Also, for the source entity PFS = ei

while PFS is empty for other entities. There are
three possible EntityColors(EC) values for each entity.
Source entities are determined using Gray, while
visited entities are defined by Black and unvisited
entities are defined by White. Considering the
Karlsruhe ontology graph in Figure 2, suppose that
MasterThesis is the source entity in the graph; thus
some sample keys and values are Masterthesis,”<
(subClassOf, Thesis)|0|Masterthesis|Gray” >,
< Author,”(range, Publication), (domain,AcademinStaff)|
Int.Max| − |White” >,

< Report, ”(subClassOf, Publication)|Int.Max| − |White” >,
< Thesis,”(subClassOf, Publication)|Int.Max| − |White” >

Step 2: In this step, mappers produce intermediate
values for each source entity ei. For each source
entity ei in the ontology graph with the Gray color,
the mappers first change its color to Black. Then it
creates some new nodes based on the number of
neighbors with DFS = DFS + 1, PFS = ei

∪
inkeynewnode

and Color=Gray. Since the mappers do not have the
information about the next neighbors for new nodes,
it considers the next neighbors as NULL. Also, it
assumes PFS = ”− ” for non Gray nodes. Back to our
example, below is the result after the first iteration: <

Masterthesis,”(subClassOf, Thesis)|0|Masterthesis|Black” >,
< Thesis,”Null|1|Masterthesis − Thesis|Gray” >,<
Author,”(range, Publication), (domain,AcademinStaff)

|Int.Max| − |White” >, <

Report,”(subClassOf, Publication)|Int.Max| − |White” >,
< Thesis,”(subClassOf, Publication)|Int.Max| − |White” >.
Step 3: In this step, the reducer use one eout and the
list of all intermediate values vint to calculate the final
eout. Each reducer takes all vint values of each key and
constructs a new node using the ”NonNull” list of
edges, the minimum DFS, ”NonNull” value for PFS
and the darkest color. That is, for the above example
< Thesis,”(subClassOf, Publication)|1|Masterthesis −
Thesis|Gray” >.

BM and SSM Calculation using Map-Reduce
Computation: Considering the above iterative Map-
Reduce BFS algorithm, first we calculate BM for
each qi ∈ querykeywords using the frequency of qi in
the calculated shortest paths of the ontology. The
maximum value of BM measure determines the
central entity qc among all querykeywords. Next, we
determine the BM for all terms ∈ BET . As discussed
in the Map-Reduce shortest path calculation, in each
iteration, intermediate value vint is updated and the
PFS is determined. For the BM calculation of each
terms ∈ BET , we consider the last iteration result of
Map-Reduce shortest path algorithm, where no more
Gray nodes exist. We consider all Black nodes’ PFS
and calculate the frequency of each terms ∈ BET .
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Using the central entity and DFS, we can easily
calculate the SSM for all terms ∈ BET . Back to our
bibliography example on the Karlsruhe and UMBC
ontologies in section 3.1 and a query on Publication
and Academic Staff , first we find the lexical matches in
both ontologies. That is, {Publication, Academic Staff}
in Karlsruhe ontology and the {Publication} in the
UMBC ontology. Next, we find the central keyword in
each ontology. For this, we list all the entities of each
ontology and calculate the number of times query
keywords are visited in the shortest path between
pairs of entities. In both ontologies Publication is the
central keyword because it has more relations with
other entities in comparison to Academic Staff. Next,
we complete the BET in each ontology using DM and
SSM. In the Karlsruhe ontology BET={Technicalreport,
Proceedings, Report, Inbook, Projectreport, Thesis,
InCollection, PhdThesis, Associateprofessor, Lecturer,
Booklet, Misc, Book, MasterThesis, Facultymember,
Inproceedings, Manual, Article, Unpublished, Manager,
Technicalstaff, Fullprofessor, Assistantprofessor,
Employee, Academicstaff}, while in the UMBC
BET={Mastersthesis, Techreport, Inproceedings, Inbook,
MasterThesis, TechnicalReport, Misc, Person, Article,
Incollection, Book, Phdthesis}. Further, we determine
different measures for each term t∈BET. For example,
in Karlsruhe ontology, BM(Report)=2 because it is on
the shortest path from Technical Report and Project
Report to Publication. SSM(Report)=1 because the
mimimum path from Report to Publication has the
length 1. DM(Report)= 2.25, because it has 2 subclass
and 1 superclass.
Considering the BET in each ontology, now we focus
on NET strategy using an inter-ontology approach.
For this, we align BET to semantically similar entities
in other ontologies using the CSE algorithm. This
enables us to find all appropriate expansion terms in
relevant ontologies. This operation continues between
all possible pairs of ontologies.
5.2 Query Expansion using Ontology Alignment
for NET
In this section, we determine NET using the CSE algo-
rithm explained in section 4.1.1. CSE aligns ontologies
using the name and structural similarity of entities.
Each entity ei ∈ O1 is compared with all other entities
of the other ontology (O2) and the similar pairs are
determined. Similar pairs of entities along with their
confidence measure (ACM) are used to specify the
NET between each pair of ontologies.

As explained in section 4.1, Karlsruhe-BET includes
TechnicalReport, while UMBC BET includes TechRe-
port. The CSE algorithm aligned {TechnicalReport} to
{TechReport} with a confidence value of 0.92. Thus,
NETUMBC = {TechnicalReport,MasterThesis}.
After computing the NET for each pair of ontologies,
we need to compute weights for them. Two possible
cases exist for calculating the NET weight. First, the
NET of the source ontology is not included in the BET

of destination ontology. We solely rely on alignment
confidence and the weight of the term in the source
ontology to calculate the NET weight. The reason is
that, either the destination ontology does not have
any match for the query terms or the NET term is
not included in DM or SSM of the query keywords
in the destination ontology. So we use the alignment
confidence to calculate its weight. Second, the NET
already exists in BET of destination ontology; we rely
on the semantic structure of the destination ontology
and use DM, SSM, BM and WSP to weight it. Related
formulas are presented in Section 5.4.

5.3 Weighting the Semantic Path (WSP)
We determine the weight of the semantic path for
all terms ∈ BET

∪
NET using the amount of infor-

mation contained in the properties of the path and
the characterizability of properties between entities
including classes and object/data properties. We use
information theory to measure the information con-
tent of each property in the semantic path. Content
of a property is computed based on the occurrence
probability of the property in the adjacency matrix
of the ontology graph [2]. For a semantic path com-
putation from the central entity c to an expanded
term ei ∈ BET

∪
NET , weight of the path (c, ei)

is calculated based on the weight of the sequence
of properties from c to ei. In our work, for every
property p(a,b), a is an entity (subject) and b is either
an object/data property in an ontology graph. Thus
the content of property p(a,b), is computed as

I(p(a, b)) = − log2 Pr(p(a, b)) (9)
where Pr(p(a,b)) is the probability that a is the source
(subject) of property p(a,b) in an ontology graph. In
the adjacency matrix format of the ontology as defined
in step 1 in section 5.1, for any subject a we can easily
find the frequency of corresponding property p(a,b)
by looking up the neighbors list NL of entry a. If a
occurs rarely as the subject in the RDF graph, it has
more information.

Characterizability between entities (subject-object)
of a property p(a,b) in an ontology graph is measured
by mutual information. Mutual information, MI, rep-
resents the amount of information that a property
subject has about the property object.

MI(p(a,b))= Pr(p(a, b)) ∗ log2
Pr(p(a,b))
Pr(a)Pr(b)

(10)

where Pr(a) is the probability that a is the subject
for the property p in the graph and Pr(b) is the proba-
bility that b is the object for the property p. Pr(p(a, b))
is the probability that property p has a as its subject
and b as its object at the same time. In the adjacency
matrix implementation of the ontology, Pr(a) and
Pr(p(a, b)) are calculated by looking at a’s entry in
the matrix and checking the properties (edges) and
neighbors in the NL list. For Pr(b) calculation, we
need to check the NL list of all entries and find the
frequency of having (p, b) in NL.

Using the above Equations, we compute the weight
of property p(a,b) as follows.
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W(p(a,b) )= α ∗ I(p(a, b)) + β ∗MI(p(a, b)) 0 < α, β < 1 and
α+ β = 1 (11)

Therefore for a path in the graph from a central
entity (c) to expansion terms ei, the weight of semantic
path is as follows:

WSP(c, ei)=
[
∏

p(a,b)∈sp(c,ei)
W (p(a, b))] ∗ δ(lenghtpath(sp(c,ei))−1) (12)

where lengthpath(sp(c, ei)) indicates the number of
properties in the semantic path sp(c, ei) and δ is an
attenuation parameter 0 < δ < 1. As the length of the
semantic path gets longer, the semantic relevance of
terms decreases.
For example, in Karlsruhe bibliography ontology,

WSP(Technical Report,Publication)=
W(p(Technical Report,Report))*W(p(Report,Publication))*δ(2−1)

Then, we need to calculate weight of each single
lenght path as follows:

W(p(Technical Report, Report))= α ∗ I(p(a, b)) + β ∗MI(p(a, b))

where p(a, b) = subclass, a = TechnicalReport and b =
Report.
In Karlsruhe example, there are 19 subclass relations
and 1 domain and 1 range relations. Thus I(p(a, b)) =
0.043 and MI(p(a, b)) = 2.080. Using α = β = δ = 0.5, we
have

W(p(Technical Report, Report))= 1.061
W(p(Report, Publication))= 0.82

Thus, WSP(Technical Report, Publication)= 0.435

5.4 Combining Different Weighting Methods
Considering different weighting criteria for candidate
terms including the SSM, BM, DM, WSP and ACM
we are able to determine the overall weight for each
term as follows.
If ei ∈ BET on an ontology i

W (ei) =
[α ∗ SSM(ei, ci) + β ∗BM(ei) + γ ∗DM(ei) + δ ∗WSP (ei, ci)]

(13)
SSM presents the semantic similarity between the

central keyword and expansion term, BM represents
the betweenness of expansion term and WSP shows
the weight of semantic path between central and ex-
pansion terms. α, β, γ, δ are coefficients to put weights
on some of the weighting methods, 0 < α, β, γ, δ < 1
and α+ β + γ + δ = 1.
If ej ∈ NET on an ontology j

W (ej) =


α ∗ SSM(ej , cj) + β ∗BM(ej)+ ej ∈ BETj

γ ∗DM(ej) + δ ∗WSP (ej , cj)

ACMj ∗W (ei) ej ̸∈ BETj

(14)


where ACMj represents the alignment confidence

measure of ej related to ei from ontology i.
If ej ∈ BETj , ej is included in DM or SSM of

the query keyword in Oj . Thus, W (ej) is calculated
by SSM, DM, BM and WSP metrics. If ej ̸∈ BETj ,
either Oj does not include any matches for query
keywords or ej is not involved in DM or SSM of query
keywords. Thus, it is not semantically relevant to the
query keyword in the structure of Oj . So we use the
ontology Oi and rely on NET alignment confidence
for its weight calculation.
In the next section we explain the dynamic thresh-
old calculation to determine the k-top most relevent
expansion terms, namely the robust expansion terms.

5.5 Robust Expansion Terms using Dynamic In-
terval (DI)
Determining the optimal number of expansion terms
is one of the fundamental questions in query expan-
sion. In this section, we explain the heuristic met-
ric that we use to calculate the Robust Expansion
Terms (RET). We determine the Dynamic Interval
(DI) based on the Rank of Ontologies (RO). Given
S ={O1, O2, . . . , On}, a set of ontoloiges and their
corresponding rank, for each ontology we determine
DI such that we have more expansion terms from the
ontologies with higher rank. That is, for the ontology
with the highest rank (i.e. Oi), we use a predetermined
Interval DI = 1. Further for other ontologies (i.e.
Oj), we calculate the ratio between the highest rank
and rank of other ontologies to calculate the Dynamic
Interval as follows.

DIj = DIi ∗
ROj

ROi
(15)

thresholdj = ⌈DIj * |BETj

∪
NETj |⌉ (16)

Where |BETj

∪
NETj | presents the number of expan-

sion terms ∈ BETj

∪
NETj .

Suppose thresholdj = k for Oj . We calculate RET as
RET = ΣjRETj (17)

RETj ={tj |Weight(tj) ∈ k-top-weights } (18)

For each ontology, we find the ratio of current ontol-
ogy rank over highest rank and dynamically calculate
intervals (DIj). Next, we find k-top rank terms based
on the term weights. Intuitively, we accept all the
expansion terms from the ontology with the highest
rank (Oi) but discard the lowest weight candidates
from other ontologies (Oj) based on the ratio between
the value of the highest rank and the current ontology
rank (ROj

ROi
). The number of RET depends on the query

keywords and the structure of the ontology. The more
user keywords have density and semantic relations,
the more we get expansion terms. That is, if there
are more relations or semantic paths between user
keywords, we get more expansion terms out of them
in each ontology.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present the result of our experi-
ments on benchmark ontologies of I3CON [10] and
OAEI [11]. We run our experiments on ontologies of
different domains. In each domain, we classify our
experiments into two sections. First, we rank ontolo-
gies in each domain. Second, we expand queries on
each domain and show the effectiveness of our query
expansion method. For the ontology ranking part,
first we extract the RDF graph of ontologies by the
Jena API. Second, we use Map-Reduce CSE algorithm
to find the common entities between each pair of
ontologies and calculate EBD measurements between
all pairs of ontologies in the same domain. Third, we
determine authority scores for each ontology using
naive and BKMC algorithms. For Map-Reduce exper-
iments we used 7 nodes Hadoop cluster with the
Hadoop version 0.20.2. Each node is a Pentium IV 2.80
GHz processor and 4 GB of main memory. For the
query expansion part, we determine corresponding
terms ∈ BET

∪
NET for different user queries and
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calculate weights for terms. Based on the calculated
weights, we determine RET with DI values. Then, we
use the Blackbook environment to check the efficiency
of our weighting mechanism. Blackbook is a graph
analytic platform for semantic web data. It provides
the facility of retrieving data from different ontologies
(RDB/SDB data stores) in a federated architecture
[7]. Blackbook federates the keywords of the query
across all the data sources and retrieve all the rele-
vant instances (ontology individuals) in different data
sources. It searches for keywords using the Lucene
Index algorithm.
6.1 Datasets
We test our ranking and expansion mechanism in
four domains from OAEI and I3CON benchmarks
including Bibliography, Russia, Food and Biomedical
domains. There are 4 ontologies in the Bibliography
domain, 6 ontologies in the Russia domain, 2 on-
tologies in the Food domain and 2 ontologies in the
biomedical domain. For ontology ranking purposes,
we create 4 new ontologies in the Russia domain
including Russia A10, Russia A50, Russia A70 and
Russia A85 with respectively 10%, 50%, 70% and 85%
difference from the original Russia A by removing
and editing some entities. Also, we create one new
synthetic Food ontology by removing and editing 10%
of the entities from the original Food ontology called
Food10% in the Food domain. For query expansion
purposes, we use non-synthetic and synthetic ontolo-
gies in the Bibliography, Russia, and Food domains.
We have added an average of 20 instances to each do-
main. Different metrics of ontologies in each domain
are presented in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Average Metrics of Ontologies in Different Domains.

Ontology Class Object Data Individuals
Properties Properties

Russia Domain 109 45 14 121
Bibliography Domain 32 30 19 1

Food Domain 140 16 1 218
Biology Domain 6584 46 0 4010

6.2 Results
Our experiments are categorized as Ontology Rank-
ing and Query Expansion phases. In the Ontology
Ranking phase, we find the Map-Reduce CSE between
ontologies and rank them. In the Query Expansion
phase, we expand queries in each domain separately
using ontology structure and rank. Finally, we analyze
the improvement of query expansion in each domain.
6.2.1 Rank of Different Ontologies
We ranked ontologies in the Russia domain from
I3CON benchmark as well as ontologies in the Bibli-
ography and the Food domains from the OAEI bench-
mark using the EBD ranking method [1]. First, we
show the correctness of EBD rank values on our syn-
thetic ontologies by comparing our result with Aktive
Ranking method in Table 2(a). In this Table, the second
and third columns show EBD between Russia A with

their corresponding synthetic ontologies. The first
value denotes our method’s EBD value and the second
value denotes the AktiveRank value. For example,
the EBD value between Russia A and Russia A50
is 0.63, while AktiveRank value is 60.07 respectively.
As it is presented in Table 2(a), both Aktive Rank
and EBD Rank have compatible ranking results for
the synthetic Russia ontologies. For the AktiveRank

(a) EBD vs. Aktive Rank
EBD \ Russia A
Aktive

RussiaA10 0.79\ 96.02
RussiaA50 0.63\ 60.07
RussiaA70 0.69\ 24.78
RussiaA85 0.13\ 21.43

(b) Russia Naive vs. BKMC
Rank Naive BKMC

Russia A 0.73 0.72
Russia 1 0.7 0.72

Russia D 0.71 0.71
Russia B 0.71 0.71
Russia C 0.66 0.66
Russia 2 0.49 0.49

(c) Food Naive vs. BKMC
Rank Naive\BKMC
Food 0.94\0.94
Wine 0.92\0.6

Food10 0.90\0.6

(d) Bibliography Naive vs. BKMC
Rank Naive BKMC

INRIA 0.52 0.52
UMBC 0.414 0.413

MIT 0.412 0.413
Karlsruhe 0.38 0.38

TABLE 2
Rank of Ontologies in Different Domains

calculation, we use all entities of the original ontology
as keywords for ranking purposes, since AktiveRank
relies only on a list of keywords to rank ontologies. In
Table 2(b), we present the rank of the non-synthetic
Russia Ontologies in EBD naive and EBD BKMC.
EBD BKMC finds five different clusters for Russia
domain including C1 = {Russia1, RussiaA}, C2 =
{RussiaC}, C3 = {RussiaD}, C4 = {RussiaB} and
C5 = {Russia2}. Also, Tables 2(c) and 2(d) present
the EBD rank of the Bibliography and Food ontolo-
gies. In the Bibliography domain, three clusters ex-
ist including C1={UMBC,MIT}, C2={IRNIA} and
C3={Karlsruhe}. In the Food Domain, two clusters
exist including C1={Food} and C2={Wine, Food10}.
Our experiments show that EBD Naive and BKMC
ranks are exactly compatible. For instance in the
Bibliography domain, the first ranked ontology is
INRIA, Second ranked is UMBC, third ranked is
MIT and fourth ranked is Karlsruhe in both EBD
Naive and BKMC methods.
6.2.2 Query Expansion on Different Ontologies
We expand several user queries on different
ontologies of each domain from both I3CON
and OAEI benchmarks. For this, first we expand
queries using BET and NET for each query. In BET
calculations, we calculate DM, SSM, BM and WSP.
Next, we calculate RET by a heuristic metric based
on the rank of the original ontologies. Finally, we
analyze the effectiveness of our query expansion
and dynamic threshold by presenting experimental
results.
Considering the query keywords={Academic Staff,
Publication} from section 3, we present BET and NET
in Table 3. Based on the structure of each ontology
and query keywords, different query expansions may
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occur. In our example, three different cases exist for
this query.
Case I: query is expanded by BET (i.e. in Karlsruhe
Ontology, first row of table).
Case II: query is expanded by NET (i.e. in MIT
Ontology, second row of table).
Case III: query is expanded by both NET and BET
(i.e. in UMBC Ontology, third row of table).
For each ontology, first we apply the RET calculation
to all terms∈ BET

∪
NET . Next, we find the union

of all expanded terms from different ontologies.
Considering the terms∈ BET

∪
NET , we use

the rank of ontologies as a heuristic metric to
calculate Dynamic Interval (DI) and find the set
of highly weighted terms in each ontology. In
our previous work [8], we calculated the RET
without using any heuristic. We use different SI
values and the maximum weight of expansion term
for RET calculation. In different ontologies and
domains, we may have different optimal values
for SI. Therefore here for each query we calculate
dynamic intervals and find the k-top highest ranked
expansion terms. For example, in the Bibliography
domain using different SI, we found SI=90% as an
optimal value for RET calculation, that eliminates
the unrelated term (smallest weight) {Person} from
UMBC and {Manager, TechnicalStaff,Employee}
from Karlsruhe-BET. While in our new work,
we have a dynamic query threshold based
on the rank of the original ontology. That is,
for UMBC Dynamic Interval DI=0.79 and for
Karlsruhe DI=0.73. In our new heuristic method, we
eliminate {Person,AcademicStaff} from UMBC and
{Manager, TechnicalStaff,Employee, Unpublished, Project

Report, AdministrativeStaff, TechnicalReport} from
Karlsruhe-BET. While we calculate RET for
differnt queries, some related expansion terms
may be eliminated in our RET calculation like in
KarlsruheBET . But finding RET from different
data sources finally results in only adding related
terms to our final RET set from some other data
sources (ontologies). This helps to improve the
precision calculation, when we are using the DI
heuristic. For instance, in the above example,
{TechnicalReport, Unpublished} are related terms
and will be added to RET set later by UMBCNET

and MITNET calculations.
Table 4(a) presents details of the dynamic query

threshold calculation using Ontology Naive Ranks,
while Table 4(b) presents details of the dynamic query
threshold calculation using BKMC Ranks in the Bib-
liography domain. Results of using different DIs vs.
SI are depicted in Figure 7(b). As we can see, DI-
Naive and DI-BKMC ranks have very good results
in comparison to SI. Intuitively, when we use BKM
Clustering to rank ontologies, we ignore the real
distance between ontologies, since it is not desirable
for dynamic interval calculation. Therefore, in our

further examples, we use naive ranks to calculate
query thresholds. We compare our method with(a) Naive Rank

Ontology Naive DI |BET
∪

NET| Query
Rank Threshold

INRIA 0.414 0.79 21 17
UMBC 0.412 0.79 14 12

MIT 0.52 1 16 16
Karlsruhe 0.38 0.73 27 20

(b) BKMC Rank
Ontology BKMC DI |BET

∪
NET| Query

Rank Threshold
INRIA 0.52 1 21 21
UMBC 0.413 0.79 14 12

MIT 0.413 0.79 16 12
Karlsruhe 0.34 0.65 27 18

TABLE 4
Threshold for different Bibliographic Ontologies (OAEI)
an Ontology-based Query Expansion Widget(QEW )
as the baseline [12]. QEW expands queries using the
subclasses for keywords. For the Publication and Aca-
demic Staff query, in UMBC the QEWUMBC={Article,Book,
InBook, Incollection, InProceedings, Masterthesis, PhdThsis , Pro-
ceedings, Techreport}. For Karlsruhe and MIT, it results

TABLE 5
Russia A Synthetic Ontologies F-measure

Ontology A A10 A50 A70 A90
Precision 0.59 0.58 0.67 0.75 0.67

Recall 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.54
F-measure 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.66 0.6

in QEWKarlsruhe={Article, Book, Booklet,Inbook, InCollection,
Inproceedings,Manual, Misc, Proceedings, Report, ProjectReport,
Thesis, TechnicalReport, Masterthesis, PhDThesis, Unpublished}
QEWMIT ={}. The QEW is exactly compatible to our
RET calculation in this example, except that they do
not consider NET at all. In general, for comparing RET
and QEW: following cases may occur.
1- if the query keyword is a leaf in the ontology
structure with no children, QEW does not help for
expansion at all.
2- if the query keyword has some children but no
siblings/parent, RET and QEW will be the same.
3- if the query keyword is a node with a parent,
siblings and children based on the number of relevant
instances and semantics between the siblings (i.e.
disjoint), RET may improve precision and recall more
than QEW.
We run user Query and ExpandedTerms in Blackbook
for both non-synthetic and synthetic ontologies in
different domains. For non-synthetic (original) ontolo-
gies, we analyze Precision, Recall and F-measure for
user Query, RET and QEW , while we analyze user
Query and BET for synthetic ontologies. Blackbook
returns all the individuals related to query keywords
in different ontologies. Each individual indicates a
corresponding URI reference and presents the related
Web document to query keywords. For synthetic
ontologies, Table 5 presents the Precision, Recall and
F-measure of Russia A synthetic ontologies. For non-
synthetic ontologies, we calculate Precision, Recall
and F-measure for all the retrieved individuals as
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TABLE 3
Query Expansion on Different Bibliography Ontologies

Ontology BET NET
Karlsruhe Inproceedings, Technicalreport, Proceedings, Report, Inbook

Projectreport, Thesis, InCollection, PhdThesis, Associateprofessor
Lecturer, Booklet, Misc, Book, MasterThesis, Facultymember

Manual, Article, Unpublished, Manager, Administrative staff
Fullprofessor, Assistantprofessor, Employee, Technical Staff

Academicstaff
MIT InProceedings, Proceedings, Manual, Book

Misc, Article, Unpublished, InCollection, InBook, Booklet
Phdthesis, MasterThesis, MastersThesis, Techreport

UMBC Mastersthesis, Proceedings, Techreport, Inproceedings, Inbook MasterThesis, TechnicalReport, Misc
Person, Academic Staff, Article, Incollection, Book, Phdthesis

(a) RETs with Different SIs

(b) RETs with Dynamic Intervals

Fig. 7. Different Domain Ontologies and F-Measure

depicted in Table 6. As we can see in Table 6(a), 6(b),
6(c) and 6(d), in most cases RET results in the best
Precision, Recall and F-measure. Both sets of RET us-
ing SI and DI have very close results. For instance, in
the Biblography domain, RET results in Precision=1,
Recall=0.98 and F-measure=0.97 for both SI and DI.
Figure 8(b) visualizes the comparison of different RET
calculation in this domain. We also compared our
NET result with some other algorithms including
Falcon [11] and Karlsruhe [10] similarity tools. In the
Bibliography domain, we found RET F-Measure=0.68,
while the average F-measure result=0.74 for Falcon.
Also, in the Russia Domain, our RET F-Measure= 0.58
while the Karlsruhe Similarity result=0.38.

Analysis on Weight and Parameter Sensitivity :
In RET total weight calculations, as it is explained
in Formulas (13) and (14), different parameters are
used for weight computation. In this section, we
explain about the effects of parameters on the query
expansion performance. Recall that BET is calculated
based on the DM(q) and SSM(c, q), where q = query
keywords and c = central keyword. DM(q) includes
all the entities in relation with a query keyword. If q

(a) Bibliography Domain
Biblio Query BET NET RET RET QWE

/SI /DI
Precision 0.5 0.43 0.5 1 1 1

Recall 0.15 0.49 0.49 0.98 0.98 0.93
F-measure 0.23 0.46 0.47 0.97 0.97 0.96

(b) Russia Domain
Russia Query BET NET RET RET QWE

/SI /DI
Precision 0.85 0.74 0.85 0.95 0.94 1

Recall 0.27 0.26 0.26 0.52 0.52 0.52
F-measure 0.40 0.38 0.39 0.67 0.66 0.68

(c) Food Domain
Food Query BET NET RET RET QWE

/SI /DI
Precision 0 0.52 0.54 0.58 0.56 1

Recall 0 1 1 1 1 0.5
F-measure 0 0.68 0.7 0.73 0.71 0.66

(d) Biomedical Domain
Gene Query BET NET RET RET QWE

Ontology /SI /DI
Precision 1 1 0.41 1 1 0.5

Recall 0.37 0.87 0.5 0.87 0.87 0.36
F-measure 0.47 0.93 0.45 0.93 0.93 0.44

TABLE 6
Average Precision, Recall and F-Measures

has equivalent class relations then precision is equal
to 1. For subclass relations, in most of the cases the
expansion results in a high precision, because they are
a specialized version of the query keyword. If q has
a superclass/sibling or other kind of relation except
for the disjoint classes, recall increases while precision
may decrease in some cases. SSM(c, q) returns all the
entities in the path from central keyword to other
query terms. We evaluate the effect of different mea-
sures in BET calculation with the average of 4 queries
in each domain. Figure 8(a) presents the ratio of SSM,
BEM, DEM and WSP values to the final weight of
expanded terms in each domain without using any
coefficient. As it is shown in this figure, about 70% of
the total weight for BET are based on DEM, 20% based
on WSP, 7% of the weight based on BEM and less than
3% resulted from SSM. Intuitively, ontologies include
lots of taxonomies (subclass/superclass relations) ver-
sus other semantic paths. Thus, the largest ratio of
BET weights is from DM. If other semantic paths exist
in the ontologies, SSM captures them. Thus, α and
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β in Formula (13) do not have too much effect on
the overall weight of each term in comparison to γ
and δ. We find equal values for α, β, γ, δ as a good
representative for semantics in ontologies.

(a) Ratio of Different Metrics in Weight Calcu-
lation.

(b) F-measure using Different ACMs
Fig. 8. Parameter Analysis on Weight Calculation

Also in Formula (14) for NET calculation, we ei-
ther rely on the ACM (alignment confidence) and
weight of the expanded term in the source ontology
or the weight in the destination ontology. Figure
8(b) presents the effect of different ACM values on
the alignment result for NET calculation. We find
ACM=0.9 as the most appropriate value for the cor-
rectness of NET.
7 RELATED WORKS
Various approaches exist for conducting query ex-
pansion using ontological information. Tuominen et
al. [12] proposed an ontology-based query expansion
widget for improving the information retrieval. They
find the query keywords in the ontology and expand
them only based on the subclass relations. Bhogal
et al. [4] review corpus dependent and independent
knowledge models for query expansion purposes.
They use domain-specific and general ontologies for
expansion purposes. Our work is a more general
solution for ontology-based query expansion in com-
parison to [12]. We expand query terms by DM which
include all relation types including subclass and sib-
lings. Thus, if the query keyword does not have any
subclass relations, we consider other kind of relations
to improve the information retrieval. We use the
weighting mechanism to distinguish the most relevant
term for expansion. Also, we use a combination of
the co-occurrence method and knowledge models (on-
tologies) in our work by using ontology alignment. In
[4], authors only focus on a single ontology for query
expansion without considering any related issues to
ontology alignment. We propose a novel weighting

approach based on the combination of ontology struc-
ture analysis, weight of the semantic path between
expansion terms and ontology alignment confidence.

Alani et al. [1] use relevance of multiple query key-
words for ontology ranking. The ranking of ontologies
reflects the importance of each relevant vocabulary
which is defined by centricity and density of the
vocabularies. Centricity is the distance of a vocabulary
to the central level of its hierarchy and density is a
weighted summation of the number of its subclasses,
siblings, and relations. We use the idea of centricity
and density of classes as an important factor in our
weighting mechanism for entity structure analysis.
Also, we calculate the weight of the semantic path
using an information theoretic approach.

Lee et al. [2] propose an effective semantic search
using ontologies. They consider the number of mean-
ingful and distinguishable semantic relationships be-
tween keywords and resources to find the most rel-
evant k-top resources. Our work is different from
[2] in that they find the most relevant terms using
only a single ontology. We present the idea of finding
the BET in each individual ontology. Then, we align
different ontologies with each other and find NET in
other ontologies.

Our previous work [8] presents ontology driven
query expansion using different weighting tech-
niques. We choose the k-top rank entities as the
most semantically relevant terms to query keywords
and good candidates for expanding the user query.
K-top ranked entities are determined by different
weighting criteria including betweenness and density,
semantic similarity, ontology alignment and weights
of semantic paths. Then, we use a static threshold
to distinguish between expanded terms and robust
expansion terms. In [9], we propose to use the Map-
Reduce algorithm for calculating the BET in ontolo-
gies. We explain an iterative Map-Reduce algorithm
to compute all the possible shortest paths in the graph
of ontologies. Further, the Map-Reduce shortest path
result is used for betweenness and central keyword
calculation. The Map-Reduce algorithm in [9], does
not cover the graph edges and is not able to com-
pute different weighting metrics (i.e. WSP). In our
current work, we use the same weighting techniques
to determine expansion terms as [8], but we use Map-
Reduce algorithms for all of the weighting calcula-
tions including the ontology alignment. We use the
rank of ontologies as a heuristic for calculating robust
expansion terms. That is, we choose robust expansion
terms from the most common entities among different
ontologies. Rank of ontologies is a very good indicator
of common entities in each ontology. Therefore, we
choose more expansion terms from the ontologies
with higher rank and less expansion terms from the
ontologies with lower rank. This work is different
from [9] in the sense that [9] does not include any
heuristic for RET computation. Also in this work, we
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use Map-Reduce algorithm in all steps of our compu-
tation including BET, NET and weight calculation. For
instance, in BET calculation we changed the structure
of adjacency matrix so that it contains the edge of
each neighbor. This enables us to compute WSP using
the Map-Reduce results. Also, we explain a Map-
Reduce algorithm for NET calculation. The previous
version of the CSE algorithm cannot be used for very
large ontologies, while the new Map-Reduce version
is scalable and efficient for large ontologies.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have outlined a novel approach
for query expansion in a federated architecture. This
is acheived in two phases. In phase I, we rank on-
toliges using a Map-Reduce algorithm that finds the
Common Subset of Entities(CSE) on the graph of
ontologies using the name and structural similarity
of entities. Then, we define an EBD metric to find the
distance between ontologies. EBD values enable us to
rank ontologies. In phase II, we expand queries in
each ontology using a Map-Reduce algorithm based
on the structure of ontologies. Further, we expand
queries using the CSE algorithm between ontologies.
All expansion terms are weighted using the weights
of semantic path, betweenness and the structure of
classes in ontologies. Finally, we find robust expansion
terms using heuristics. Ontology ranks are used to
find the dynamic threshold for robust query expan-
sion. Our experiments show significant improvement
of information retrieval for the expanded query versus
the original query.
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